Abstract. The gravitational field of Spiral galaxies is well traced by their rotation curves. Only recently it has become of extreme interest that the latter form a family ruled by two parameters of the luminous component: the disk length-scale R D and the magnitude M I . This evidence is so strong and consequential that it must be taken as the starting point for the investigation on the issue of the dark matter in galaxies. The emerging fact is that structural quantities deeply rooted in the luminous components, like the disk lenghtscales are found to tightly correlate with structural quantities deeply rooted in the dark component, like the DM halo core radii. These unexpected evidences may strongly call for a shift of paradigm with respect to the current Cold collisionless Dark Matter one.
Introduction
Recently, a number of discoveries seems to have weakened our certainties about the dark matter, the elusive substance believed to be a particle, that constitutes about 25% of the mass energy of the Universe, plays a crucial role in the formation of structures, and, since late 70's, is thought to surround the luminous disks of Spirals ( [8] ), interacting with the ordinary matter only by gravitation. In disk systems, the circular velocity balances the radial variations of the total gravitational potential Φ: V 2 = r dΦ/dr, while the Poisson Equation relates the galaxy gravitational potential Φ = i Φ i and the density of the mass components ∇ 2 Φ i = 4πGρ i , where ρ i stands for dark halo, stellar disk, stellar bulge, HI disk surface/volume densities (more specifically, ρ h (r), ρ bu (r), µ d (R), µ HI (R)) with R, z the cylindrical coordinates.
The main component of the luminous matter in spirals is the well-known Freeman stellar disk of exponential surface density:
with R D the disk length-scale and M D the disk mass). We can represent the rotation curves of Spirals by means of the Universal Rotation Curve (URC) pioneered in [6, 8] and set in [7, 10] . By adopting the normalized radial coordinate x ≡ r/R opt the RCs of Spirals are well described by a Universal profile, function of x and of λ, where λ is one among M I , the I magnitude, M D , the disk mass and M vir , the halo virial mass ( [10] ). An universal magnitude-dependent profile is evident in the 11 coadded rotation curves V coadd (x, M I )(see Fig (1) and [7] ) built from the individual RCs of a sample of 967 Spirals. I-band surface photometry measurements [5] provide these objects with their stellar disk length scales R D . The URC is built in a three steps way 1) The I magnitude range of Spirals is divided in 11 successive bins centred at M I as listed in Table 1 of [7] .
2)The RC of each galaxy is assigned to its corresponding I magnitude bin, normalized by its V (R opt ) value and then expressed in terms of its normalized radial coordinate x. 3.) The double-normalized RCs V (x)/V opt curves are coadded in 11 magnitude bins and in 20 radial bins of length 0.1, and then averaged to get: Table 1 of [7] .
The Universal Rotation Curve V U RC (x, M I ) is the (halo+disk) physical velocity model that very well fits the above V coadd (x, M I ). At any x and for any
From Eq(1) the disk velocity component is:
with the Bessel functions evaluated at 1.6 x. For the DM halo we assume the Burkert density profile [9] :
. where r 0 the core radius and ρ 0 the central halo density are its free parameters. The velocity profile reads d :
In detail,
1/2 fits very well the coadded RC, see Fig(1) . The free parameters result all related to each other [10] (masses in M , densities in g/cm 3 , distances in kpc):
d In this framework, the galaxy virial radius R vir is defined as the solution of the equation:
U RCh (R vir )R vir = 100 × 4/3π 100 R 3 vir where ρc = 1.8 10 −29 g/cm 3 is the critical density of the Universe. The virial mass is then: M vir = 10 12 M (R vir /260 kpc) 3 . [12] and Fig (1) ). This is an ensemble of tight relationships between the galaxy absolute magnitude M I and log V n , the logarithm of circular velocity measured, in each object, at the same fixed fraction of the optical radius R n /R opt (R opt ≡ 3.2R D ). In detail, from [12] we have: where n indicates the position of the center of the radial velocity bin and a n ,b n the values of the parameters of the nth fit. All relationships of Eq. (10) result statistically relevant (see Eq(1) and [12] ) and, remarkably, in all three samples, a n shows the same strong radial variation with radius: [12] a n = −2.3 − n + 0.04 n 2 (7) with a small statistical uncertainty. Eq (2) implies that, in spirals, light does not trace the distribution of the gravitating matter which would require: a n −7.5. Eq(6)- (7), instead, imply the existence of a Universal velocity model, function of x and M I . The URC we build from of Eq(6) has 3 components (disk, bulge, halo). At any x we have:
In the following, without any loss of generality, we assume ( [7, 12] ): For the bulge we set that, at R opt , V 2 U RCbu is c bu /(3.2 · 0.347) l 0.5 times the disk contribution, c bu is a free parameter and the exponent 0.5 is suggested by the bulge-to disk vs total luminosity relation in spirals. Since all kinematical data refer to radii outside the bulge half light radius, we can consider this component as a point mass. Then:
where α is the halo velocity core radius in units of R opt , and: f h (x; α) = (
. This is the simplest profile that describes the DM halo density distribution inside R opt . Notice that for values of α 1.2 and α < 1/3, f h reproduces the Burkert and the NFW velocity profiles. We assume a power law between halo mass and luminosity: M h (1, l) ∝ l k h , where k h is a free parameter. We normalize the latter by setting that, at
1/2 is then the halo-to-disk fraction at (l, x) = (1, 1) and A(l) = c h l k h −0.5 . Then, the URC, aimed to best fit Eq (7), is written as:
The best fit values of the parameters α, c bu , c h and k h , that specify completely the URC are ( [12] ): k h = 0.79±0.04, c bu = 0.13±0.03, c h = 0.13±0.06 and α = 1 +1 −0.5 . They imply that, inside R opt , less luminous galaxies have a larger fraction of dark matter: M D /M h (1, l) ∝ l 0.5 and point towards cored DM halos.
Discussion and Conclusions
We realize that, once expressed in terms of the same variables, the URCs of Fig(2) and Fig (3) , built in very different ways, almost coincide. The only difference is in the very inner regions of highest luminosity objects for which the latter URC has an additional contribution from a stellar bulge. In the 3D space, whose axes are V, x, M I : i) at any magnitude M I , the coadded RC V coadd (x, M I ) and ii) at any fixed normalized radius x, the Radial Tully Fisher relationship: M I = a x + b x log(V (x)), are the normal sections of a surface V (x, M I ), whose analytical representation, in terms of dark and luminous velocity components, is what we call the Universal Rotation Curve. This result, obtained by means of two independent lines of investigation of the kinematics of thousands of disk systems, has very important consequences:
• The non-dimensional radial coordinate x gauges and links together all spirals: but this occurs independently on whether, at a radius x, V (x) is dominated by the dark or by the luminous matter component.
f No result changes by adopting a more realistic Sersic profile • The central halo density ρ 0 and the core radius r 0 emerge very close correlated, so that their product is constant in galaxies of very different luminosity.
• The URC frames the Mc Gaugh et al relationship, emerging in spirals between the total acceleration g(r) = V 2 (r)/r at a radius r from the center and its baryonic component: g b (r) = V 2 b (r)/r, into the cored dark halo scenario. In fact, we can derive the quantities log g U RC and log g U RCb from the URC, entirely rooted in such a scenario, and realize that they lie in the region marked by the McGaugh relationship see Fig (6) .
These concordant observational evidences are very difficult, if not impossible, to have them explained in the simple Dark Matter framework in vogue so far. On the other hand, they are likely beacons and maybe portals to the new Physics that seems to lurk behind the phenomenon called "Dark Matter"
